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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Azure A3 basic VM Instance
B. Azure A9 standard VM Instance
C. Azure A2 basic VM Instance
D. Azure A1 standard VM Instance
Answer: D
Explanation:
Azure A1 standard VM Instance would be cheapest with 1 CPU core, 0.75 GB RAM, and 40 GB HD.
It would be good enough for training purposes.
Reference: http://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/details/virtual-machines/

NEW QUESTION: 2
Cisco ASA FirePOWERモジュールはどの2つの展開モードをサポートしていますか？
（2つ選択してください。）
A. ルーテッドモード
B. コンテキストモード
C. 透過モード
D. パッシブモニター専用モード
E. アクティブモード
F. インラインモード
Answer: D,F

NEW QUESTION: 3
John is upgrading a cluster from NGX R65 to R77. John knows that you can verify the upgrade
process using the pre-upgrade verifier tool. When John is running Pre-Upgrade Verification, he
sees the warning message:
Title: Incompatible pattern.
What is happening?
A. The actual configuration contains user defined patterns in IPS that are not supported in R77.
If the patterns are not fixed after upgrade, they will not be used with R77 Security Gateways.
B. Pre-Upgrade Verification process detected a problem with actual configuration and upgrade
will be aborted.
C. R77 uses a new pattern matching engine. Incompatible patterns should be deleted before
upgrade process to complete it successfully.
D. Pre-Upgrade Verification tool only shows that message but it is only informational.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
A small IT security form has an internal network composed of laptops, servers, and printers.
The network has both wired and wireless segments and supports VPN access from remote sites.
To protect the network from internal and external threats, including social engineering attacks,
the company decides to implement stringent security controls.
Which of the following lists is the BEST combination of security controls to implement?
A. Divide the network into segments for servers, laptops, public and remote users; require the
use of one time pads for network key exchange and access; enable MAC filtering ACLs on all
servers.
B. Enable SSID broadcast on a honeynet; install monitoring software on all corporate
equipment' install CCTVs to deter social engineering; enable SE Linux in permissive mode.
C. Disable SSID broadcast, require full disk encryption on servers, laptop, and personally
owned electronic devices, enable MAC filtering on WAPs, require photographic ID to enter the
building.
D. Enable port security; divide the network into segments for servers, laptops, public and
remote users; apply ACLs to all network equipment; enable MAC filtering on WAPs; and require
two-factor authentication for network access.
Answer: D
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